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Subject: Non-functioning of A/c's at BPCL metering section.
Respected sir,

We are in receipt of a very serious compliant regarding non
functioning of A/c's at BPCL metering section, please find enclosed the
copy of the complaint for your perusal.

It is very unfortunate to note that A/c maintenance contract has not
been renewed from last one year. Moreover A/c's has shut down 3 to 4
times during last one month, which has been temperately repaired,
this is a matter of serious concern keeping in view the hot and humid
weather conditions. In fact it is not the job of union to raise such
issues, we have departments with highly experienced senior officers to
look into these maintenance contracts, how can they be so casual.

It is pertinent to mention that we have installed three meters at our
BPCL station out of which one is not working. Other two meters we are
running for 24 hours continuously which increases the temperature rn

the room. Moreover over heating of meters will reduce their life and
can lead to a complete shutdown. To avoid the scorching heat in the
room, employees a,re compelled to open windows, inviting dust in the
room, which is not conducive to the instruments installed.
The installed meters at BPCL are imported and we have spent sizable
foreign currency to import them. We strongly condemned the casual

attitude of concern executives.

It is not only damaging the work

atmosphere but machinery also, which will lower the graph of our
production. In fact non-functioning of the third meter also needs to be
addressed with urgency.
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Your authority will certainly appreciate our concern not only for our
employees but also for the organization, having brought to your notice
the seriousness of the situations, we remain assured that your
esteemed authority will advise the concern officer in charge for prompt
action so as to avoid further losses of ONGC. Your visit to BPCL
station is highly appreciated.
g you'

General Secretary
Copy to:
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GGM (Head Maint.), ONGC-WOU, LPG Uran Plant, Uran, Raigad.

- I/c, HR/ER, ONGC, Uran Plant, Uran, Raigad.
DGM - I/c, IR, ONGC-WOU, Gr. Heights, Bandra (E), Mum : 51.
GM

DGM (P), I/c Trombay, ONGC-WOU, Trombay Terminal.

DcM (E), I/c Elect., ONGC-WOU, Trombay Terminal.

